FINAL REVIEW LIST

1. cloth 18. enjoy 35. Tues.
2. pumpkin 19. which 36. NYC or N.Y.C.
3. sprain 20. witch 37. closing
4. became 21. half 38. tasted
5. teacher 22. comb 39. groan
6. street 23. crawled 40. grown
7. while 24. false 41. discount
8. tight 25. orange 42. reminded
9. throat 26. circus 43. ugliest
10. almost 27. common 44. younger
11. school 28. bottom 45. wrapping
12. true 29. nobody 46. dropped
13. morning 30. someone 47. weren't
14. every 31. matches 48. we've
15. tire 32. children 49. kindness
16. score 33. monkeys 50. safely
17. shower 34. hurried